Abstract. Neighbourhood singleton arc consistency (NSAC) is a type of singleton arc consistency (SAC) in which the subproblem formed by variables adjacent to a variable with a singleton domain is made arc consistent. This paper describes two extensions to neighbourhood SAC. The first is a generalization from NSAC to k-NSAC, where k is the maximum length of the shortest path between the singleton variable and any variable in the subgraph. The second is an extension of k-NSAC to problems with n-ary constraints, which retains the basic definition of a k-neighbourhood subgraph. To establish such consistencies a suite of algorithms is considered based on various SAC algorithms including SAC-1, SACQ, SAC-SDS, and SAC-3. In analyzing these different algorithms it was found useful to distinguish between "light-weight" and "heavy-weight" SAC algorithms, based on the complexity of data structures and procedures needed to carry out the task of establishing (N)SAC. Under this classification, SAC-1 and SACQ are light-weight; the other two (and SAC-2) are heavy-weight. It was found that only light-weight algorithms can be readily and effectively transformed into efficient NSAC algorithms. In contrast, because of their specialized procedures, it was necessary to modify heavy-weight algorithms significantly, which also compromised performance. Extensive experimental analysis shows that with a spectrum of neighbourhood consistencies and attendant algorithms, one can finesse the fundamental tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness across a greater range of problems than with SAC and NSAC algorithms alone. This work serves to enlarge the scope of SAC-based consistency maintenance as well as defining the various niches that light-weight and heavy-weight algorithms are best suited for.
Introduction
Arc consistency (AC) is the best-known form of local consistency processing within the field of constraint solving. This is because it manages the tradeoff between processing effort and search space reduction in a very effective fashion. Singleton arc consistency (SAC) is a more powerful form of consistency, although it is still based on AC. As such it is often more effective than AC, either in removing values or proving unsatisfiability; however, it is much more expensive.
Neighbourhood SAC is a form of singleton arc consistency in which consistency with respect to single domain values is established only with respect to the neighbourhood of the variable with a singleton domain (the "focal variable"), i.e. the subgraph that includes the latter plus its neighbours in the original constraint graph. Although weaker than SAC, it is still a stronger form of consistency than AC [11] . As would be expected, this form of consistency can be established much more efficiently than full singleton arc consistency; at the same time, it often deletes many more values than simple AC, sometimes almost as many as SAC [11] . As a result, it has considerable potential as a specialized form of SAC-based consistency.
The present paper enlarges upon the original idea of neighbourhood SAC along with its attendant algorithms in two different ways. First, it extends the idea of neighbourhood SAC to k-neighbourhood SAC, where k is the maximum length of the shortest path from the focal variable to any variable in the subgraph. Within this new framework, neighbourhood SAC becomes 1-neighbourhood SAC. Second, it extends the notion of k-neighbourhood consistency from the binary to the more general non-binary case. In connection with this, issues have to be addressed concerning what to include in the k-neighbourhood subgraph, as will be explained.
A further contribution involves a new distinction among SAC-based algorithms. Algorithms like SAC-1 and SACQ that require only simple data structures and procedures can be called "light-weight", while al- gorithms like SAC-2, SAC-SDS, and SAC-3, which require elaborate data structures and special procedures to maintain them, can be called "heavy-weight". Previous work has only considered light-weight algorithms in connection with NSAC [11] . As we will see, this distinction brings to light some important differences between SAC and NSAC with respect to the efficiency of different algorithmic strategies in establishing these forms of consistency. The next section gives general background concepts and definitions. Section 3 is a discussion of SAC and NSAC and the algorithms used to establish these properties. It also shows how different SAC algorithms can be modified to perform NSAC. Section 4 introduces k-NSAC and Section 5 presents experimental comparisons related to the various forms of k-neighbourhood consistency and to the different algorithms that can be used to establish these properties. Section 6 describes extensions of these ideas to non-binary constraints and Section 7 presents experimental comparisons among the different levels of neighbourhood SAC (as well as SAC) for problems with n-ary constraints. Section 8 discusses these results and the benefits of performing k-neighbourhood SAC over full SAC.
Background concepts
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined in the usual way, as a tuple, (X, D, C) where X are variables, D are domains such that D i is associated with X i , and C are constraints. A solution to a CSP is an assignment or mapping from variables to values that includes all variables and does not violate any constraint in C.
In problems with binary constraints, arc consistency (AC) refers to the property that for every value a in the domain of variable X i and for every constraint C ij with X i in its scope, there is at least one value b in the domain of X j such that (a, b) satisfies that constraint. For non-binary, or n-ary, constraints generalized arc consistency (GAC) refers to the property that for every value a in the domain of variable X i and for every constraint C j with X i in its scope, there is a valid tuple that includes a.
Singleton arc consistency, or SAC, is a form of AC in which the just-mentioned value a, for example, is considered the sole representative of the domain of X i . If AC can be established for the problem under this condition, then it may be possible to find a solution containing this value. On the other hand, if AC cannot be established then there can be no such solution, and a can be discarded. If this condition can be established for all values in problem P , then the problem is singleton arc consistent. (Obviously, SAC implies AC, but not vice versa.)
Neighbourhood SAC establishes SAC with respect to the neighbourhood of the variable whose domain is a singleton.
Definition 1.
The neighbourhood of a variable X i is the set X N ⊆ X of all variables in all constraints whose scope includes X i , excluding X i itself. Variables belonging to X N are called the neighbours of X i .
Definition 2.
A problem P is neighbourhood singleton arc consistent with respect to value a in the domain of X i , if when D i (the domain of X i ) is restricted to a, the problem P N = (X N ∪ {X i }, C N ) is arc consistent, where X N is the neighbourhood of X i and C N is the set of all constraints whose scope is a subset of X N ∪{X i }.
In this definition, note that C N includes constraints among variables other than X i , provided that these do not include variables outside the neighbourhood of X i .
Definition 3.
A problem P is neighbourhood singleton arc consistent (NSAC) if each value in each of its domains is neighbourhood singleton arc consistent.
The following proposition from [11] will be used in some of the proofs and discussion:
Proposition 1 (Neighbourhood Lemma). For any algorithm involving AC testing and no other form of consistency maintenance, if removal of value a of D i (the domain of X i
) has the removal of value z of D j (the domain of X j ) as a consequence, then values must be removed from successive neighbourhoods beginning with the neighbourhood of X i and ending with a neighbourhood of which X j is a member.
SAC and NSAC algorithms

Light-weight vs. heavy-weight algorithms for SAC
In examining NSAC and its extensions we will employ both light-weight and heavy-weight algorithms. As noted in the Introduction, SAC-1 [6] and SACQ [11] can be considered light-weight algorithms, while [3] and SAC-3 [9] are heavyweight. In earlier work, NSACQ was found to be appreciably faster than NSAC-1, while SACQ was somewhat faster than SAC-1 for most problem classes [11] .
Of the heavy-weight algorithms, SAC-3 was most efficient on most problem classes. For random problems and RLFAPs, SACQ was the most efficient overall; for other problem classes, the best heavyweight algorithm (SAC-3) was also the best overall [11] .
In the present work, all but one of these SAC algorithms were modified to produce neighbourhood SAC algorithms. (In previous work, SAC-2 was found to be much slower than any other algorithm on all problem classes, so it is omitted here.) Before describing the modifications, the basic SAC algorithms will be briefly reviewed. More information, including further implementation details, can be found in [11] .
SAC-1, the original SAC algorithm [6] , uses an AC-1-style procedure. This means that all values in all domains are tested for singleton arc consistency in each major pass of the procedure, and this continues until no values are deleted. Whenever a value is deleted (because instantiating a variable to this value led to a wipeout), a full AC procedure is applied to the remaining problem before testing the next singleton value.
The SAC-SDS algorithm [3, 4] is a modified form of the authors' "optimal" SAC algorithm, SAC-Opt. The key idea of SAC-SDS (and SAC-Opt) is to represent each SAC reduction separately; consequently there are n × d problem representations (where n is the number of variables and d the maximum domain size), each with one domain D i reduced to a singleton. These are the "subproblems"; in addition there is a "master problem". If a SAC-test in a subproblem fails, the value is deleted from the master problem and this problem is made arc consistent again. If this leads to failure, the problem is inconsistent; otherwise, all values that were deleted in making the problem arc consistent are collected in order to update any subproblems that still contain those values. Along with this activity, the main list of assignments (the "pending list") is updated, so that any subproblem with a domain reduction is resubjected to a SAC-test.
SAC-SDS also uses queues (here called "copyqueues"), one for each subproblem, composed of variables whose domains have been reduced. These are used to restrict SAC-based arc consistency in that subproblem, in that the AC-queue of the subproblem can be initialized to the neighbours of the variables in the copy-queue. Copy-queues themselves are initialized (at the beginning of the entire procedure) to the variable whose domain is a singleton. They are used whenever the subproblem is taken off the pending list. In addition, if a SAC-test leads to failure, the subproblem involved can be taken 'off-line' to avoid unnecessary processing. Subproblems need only be created and processed when the relevant assignment is taken from the pending list. Moreover, once a subproblem is 'off-line' it will not appear on the pending list again, so a spurious reinstatement of that subproblem cannot occur.
The SAC-3 algorithm [9] uses a greedy strategy to eliminate some of the redundant checking done by SAC-1. The basic idea is to perform a set of SAC tests in a cumulative series, i.e. to perform SAC with a given domain reduced to a single value, and if that succeeds to perform SAC with an additional domain reduced to a singleton, and so forth until a SAC-test fails. (This series is called a "branch" in the original paper.) The gain occurs because successive tests are done on problems already reduced during earlier SAC tests in the same series. However, a value can only be deleted during a SAC test if it is an unconditional failure, i.e. the first test in a series. This strategy is carried out within the SAC-1 framework. That is, the major pass in which all existing assignments are tested for SAC is repeated until there is no change to the problem.
SACQ uses an AC-3 style procedure at the top-level instead of the AC-1 style that is often used with SAC algorithms. This means that there is a list (a queue) of variables, whose domains are considered in turn; in addition, if there is a SAC-based deletion of a value from the domain of X i , then all variables not currently on the queue are put back on. Unlike other SAC (or NSAC) algorithms, there is no "AC phase" following a SACbased value removal. The idea is that if a deletion from the domain of focal variable X i has any further effects on the consistency of the network, then by putting all the variables back on the queue, this will be discovered by subsequent SAC tests (since SAC dominates AC). Pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 .
In this work, both NSAC and SAC algorithms were preceded by a step in which arc consistency was established (e.g., Fig. 1 , line 2), although this is not required to establish either SAC or NSAC. This was done to rapidly rule out problems in which AC is sufficient to prove unsatisfiability. It also eliminates inconsistent values which are easily detected using a less expensive consistency algorithm.
Altering SAC algorithms to perform NSAC
Four SAC algorithms were used as the basis for NSAC algorithms: SAC-1, SACQ, SAC-SDS and 
If Changed == true 14
Update Q to include all X j ∈ X 15 Return OK SAC-3. Descriptions of NSAC based on SAC-1 and SACQ were reported in [11] . Since heavy-weight SAC algorithms often outperform light-weight SAC algorithms [3, 9, 11] , versions of these algorithms may also be effective in the context of neighbourhood SAC. As shown in earlier work, modification of SAC-1 and SACQ to perform neighbourhood singleton arc consistency is straightforward. In both cases, SACbased consistency testing is confined to the subgraph induced by the focal variable and its neighbours. For NSACQ, this means changing line 8 in Fig For NSAC-1 only the first change is made.
To convert SAC-SDS to NSAC-SDS it was necessary to eliminate the copy-queues and to substitute a different means of updating subproblems. This is because carrying out AC with copy-queues based on values deleted from the master takes one beyond the neighbourhood subgraph; this may cause inconsistency and deletion of the singleton value even if the subgraph associated with it is consistent. Instead, if any values are removed from a subproblem it is put back on the pending list; then, when it is subsequently taken off the list, singleton arc consistency is re-established for the neighbourhood subgraph. A variant of this procedure was also tested in which a subproblem was not put back on the pending list even though values were deleted from it, if none of those values were in domains of variables in the neighbourhood subgraph represented by that subproblem. This had mixed results: in some cases this helped speed up the procedure appreciably, but in other cases the algorithm was slower (see below).
Pseudocode for NSAC-SDS is shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the only difference from the corresponding SAC algorithm is the line where AC is performed on the subproblem. In this case, AC is only applied to the neighbourhood subgraph. Moreover, this is done without a subproblem copy-queue. In addition (and this is not shown in the figure), unlike the corresponding SAC algorithm, where the initial AC queue can be restricted to tests of neighbours against variables in the copyqueue, here all variables must be tested against any other variable in the subgraph if there is a constraint between them. (The reason for this is explained below.)
Pseudocode for NSAC-3 is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). For this algorithm, a similar procedure of testing all arcs in a subgraph on each AC pass had to be followed. If variable-value pairs are successively added to the NSAC-3 branch, it is possible to choose a pair whose subgraph is no longer arc consistent due to previous NSAC-based processing, but where supports can be found in all neighbouring domains for the singleton value. In this case (in contrast to SAC-3), if one restricted the initial arc consistency queue to arcs involving the focal variable, the inconsistency would not be detected.
A simple example of this is shown in Fig. 4 , where two focal variables are indicated by filled circles and Roman numeral labels, and their neighbours are indicated by outline circles labeled with Arabic numerals. Suppose that (I, v I k ) is added to the branch and NSAC carried out, that a value belonging to variable 3 is deleted, and that there is at least one value in the domain of variable 4 that required that value for support. Now suppose that there was no wipeout, and that the next pair added to the branch is (II, v IIl Proof. Soundness. If a value is deleted, this means that testing for AC in a subproblem led to a wipeout or that reestablishing AC in the master caused a deletion. Subproblems are always set up based on the current domain values (line 8 of Fig. 2) , and any existing subproblem is retested only if it contains values deleted from the master. Thus, it is impossible for a spurious wipeout to occur, leading to deletion of a value that is actually neighbourhood singleton arc consistent. (If a value is deleted because of an NSAC test, its subproblem is never readded to the queue; moreover, a domain check after taking an entry off the queue (line 6) prevents spurious subproblem testing.)
Completeness. The algorithm can be complete only if every subproblem that is ever associated with a neighbourhood-SAC inconsistent value is tested for neighbourhood SAC. Since all subproblems are put on the queue initially, all are tested at least once. We need only consider cases where a value that was consistent becomes inconsistent because other values were deleted, and this always occurs in connection
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While OK and not empty-
While consistent and remainingvars = ∅ 5
Select and remove next pair with deletions in the master problem. Under these conditions, (i) if the subproblem already exists (i.e. it was created (Fig. 2 , line 8) and tested), and it now has deleted values, it will be put back on the queue and retested (lines 17-20, "For each subproblem. . . "), (ii) if the subproblem hasn't yet been created, and its singleton value is still viable, then it will still be on the queue, and when the subproblem is created, deleted values will not be included.
Termination. This is obvious, given that the number of domain values is finite.
Proposition 3 (Correctness of NSAC-3). For any CSP, NSAC-3 establishes neighbourhood singleton arc consistency correctly if all constraints in the neighbourhood subgraph are examined during each NSAC test.
In proving correctness in this case, we can base our arguments on the correctness of SAC-3 [9] . Sound- ness is ensured because, as with SAC-3, NSAC-3 does not remove values unless inconsistency is detected at the beginning of a branch. (The subsequent AC pass in this case is done just as in the SAC algorithm.) Regarding completeness: if a value passes the NSAC test in a problem reduced by previous NSAC tests, it will of course pass the test in the unreduced problem. Hence, using the SAC-3 strategy in this case will not overlook any neighbourhood-SAC inconsistent values.
Given the basic SAC-1 style repeat loop, which ensures that neighbouring domains will be retested subsequent to a deletion, all neighbourhood-SAC inconsistent values will eventually be detected.
Extending neighbourhood SAC to k-neighbourhood SAC
In this paper we introduce a significant extension to the original concept of neighbourhood singleton arc consistency, which is based on an expansion of the neighbourhood concept to the more general one of "closure" or k-neighbourhood.
The idea behind k-neighbourhood SAC is straightforward: instead of restricting the variables in the subgraph to be made singleton consistent to neighbours of the focal variable, one extends the subgraph to include all those variables that are connected by a path of length k or less to the focal variable. A kneighbourhood is a special case of the closure of a subgraph of a CSP as defined in [7] . Definition 4 (After [7] ). Let S be a subset of variables of problem P and P S be the subproblem induced by those variables. The closure of P S is the subproblem induced by S and all variables that share a constraint with a variable in S.
Given this definition, we can define the k-neighbourhood recursively. There are several reasons for investigating these forms of consistency:
• This form of extension continues to take advantage of the "neighbourhood character" of AC, as reflected in the Neighbourhood Lemma. That is, value deletions in the domain of variable X i will lead to deletions in the domain of X j only if deletions occur in successive neighbourhoods beginning with that of X i and ending with a neighbourhood of which X j is a member.
• Evaluating k-neighbourhood SAC algorithms for different values of k may allow us to discover forms of singleton arc consistency that are best able to handle the tradeoff between effort and effectiveness for a given class of problems, where effort is the time taken to achieve the given level of consistency and effectiveness is the number of values deleted and the proportion of unsatisfiable problems proven unsatisfiable during preprocessing.
• Following from the last-mentioned point, with a series of consistencies of this sort, there may be opportunities to tune the level of consistency, i.e. to learn the best level of consistency for a given class of problems or for a given problem instance or for a given state of search.
Proposition 4. For any value of k, k + 1-NSAC dominates k-NSAC, unless both subgraphs include all the variables in the problem. That is (except for the lastmentioned condition), if a value is removed by k-NSAC
then it will also be removed by k + 1-NSAC, but the converse does not hold.
Proof. The proof follows the scheme of the proof that full SAC dominates NSAC given in [11] . Thus, it is clear that any value removed during singleton AC by k-NSAC will also be removed by k + 1-NSAC, since the latter includes all the checking done by the former. On the other hand, if a value is deleted by k + 1-NSAC but not by k-NSAC, this can only occur when values are deleted outside the k-neighbourhood of some focal variable X i , either by domain wipeout during the k +1-NSAC phase of the former or by domain reduction during an AC phase, if that is included as part of the proce-
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dure. In case of AC phase reduction, deletion of values in neighbouring domains will also occur with k-NSAC because these values will be tested in subsequent k-NSAC phases. This is guaranteed because NSAC in any form dominates AC ( [11] ), and by the Neighbourhood Lemma, we are assured that any removal of a singleton value (which triggered the AC phase) can only lead to other value removals through a succession of removals in neighbouring domains, which are subsumed by a succession of k-neighbourhoods. On the other hand, it is possible for reductions in domains in a k-neighbourhood to imply a wipeout outside that neighbourhood, so that an algorithm that establishes k+1-consistency can deduce that a value cannot participate in a solution while k-NSAC applied to the same variable and value in the same state will not. Such failures will not necessarily be discovered during subsequent passes of the k-NSAC algorithm, because during these passes, arc consistency is not carried out under the conditions (reduction of the domain of X i to a singleton) that would lead to this SAC-based wipeout. That such conditions actually occur can be shown by example. Thus, the example given in Fig. 4 of [11] to show that full SAC dominates NSAC also applies to the 2-versus 1-NSAC comparison. It is obvious that the arrangement that gives rise to the difference in this example can be associated with variables in the k + 1-neighbourhood of X i , so that establishing k-neighbourhood consistency will not necessarily remove all values removed by k + 1-neighbourhood consistency.
The algorithms used in this paper to establish each successive level of neighbourhood consistency are essentially the same as the basic NSAC (i.e. 1-NSAC) algorithms. The only difference is that the variables that make up the set neighbour(X i ) are all those in the k-neighbourhood of X i . In the present work we only consider algorithms for k-neighbourhood SAC where 1 k 3.
Experimental tests of k-neighbourhood SAC algorithms
Experimental tests are necessary to compare the way in which the tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency varies with different levels of SAC, and to compare the different SAC and k-NSAC algorithms. For these tests, homogeneous random, structured random and benchmark problems were used. Randomly generated problems allow systematic exploration of parameter spaces as well as sufficiently large samples. Benchmarks provide further tests of generality with less artificial problems.
In this work, algorithms were implemented in Common Lisp, and experiments were run in the XLispstat environment with a Unix OS on a Dell Poweredge 4600 machine (1.8 GHz). In all experiments, tests were run as a block, one immediately after the other, in order to minimize timing differences due to extraneous actions of the operating system such as those involving resource allocation and job swapping.
Random problems
The first tests used homogeneous random problems with the same parameters as those in [9] , with the additional requirement that the constraint graphs be connected. This serves to relate the present experiments to earlier work on SAC algorithms and is, therefore, an appropriate place to begin an experimental analysis. These problems have n, d, p 1 , p 2 parameter values 100, 20, 0.05, t , where t varies from 0.10 to 0.90 in steps of 0.05. (n is the number of variables, d the domain size, p 1 the constraint graph density, and p 2 the constraint tightness.) There were 50 problems for each value of t.
For algorithms based on neighbourhood properties, it is useful to know the difference between the size of a k-neighbourhood and n, the number of variables associated with a pass of full SAC. For random CSPs a formula for the expected neighbourhood size can be derived; 1 however the derivation is not straightforward, and since it depends on random sampling assumptions, it will not necessarily hold for non-homogeneous random or structured problems. In addition, it is useful to assess variability along with central tendency values. For these reasons, in this paper means and standard deviations for k-neighbourhood size were derived empirically for each class of problem tested. When a problem set involved only a small number of problems, all problems were tested; for larger problem sets as in the present case, the first ten problems were tested. (In the present case, there were several sets of problems, but they all had the same graph density.) For each problem tested, the k-neighbourhood size for all variables in the problem was calculated, and from this a mean and standard deviation were derived. For the present problems, the mean size of a 2-neighbourhood subgraph in a single problem varied between 26 and 27 variables across the set of sampled problems. For 3-neighbourhood subgraphs the mean varied between 69 and 73. Corresponding standard deviations varied between 8 and 11 (k = 2) and 14 and 17 (k = 3) across the ten problems. Thus, for these problems both 2-NSAC and 3-NSAC can be distinguished from SAC with respect to the number of variables included in a singleton test. Figure 5 shows runtimes across the spectrum of tightnesses for (N)SACQ algorithms; each curve is for a different algorithm producing a different level of consistency. processing only.) Results for SAC algorithms correspond to earlier work; note that in this case there is little redundancy for SAC-3 to take advantage of. For algorithms based on SACQ the results are straightforward: as k increases, thus increasing the kneighbourhood size, runtimes increase. However, the increase is non-linear in k, so that for 2-neighbourhood SAC times are fairly close to NSAC, while for 3-neighbourhood SAC times are greatly elevated, although for the most difficult problems the average is still less than for SACQ. Algorithms based on SAC-1 gave the same pattern of results as SACQ, although runtimes were slightly longer.
For algorithms based on SAC-3, the results are different (Fig. 6 ). 2-NSAC-3 behaves similarly to 2-NSACQ, although the times are greater. (Note the difference in scale on the ordinates of the two graphs.) However, runtimes for 3-NSAC-3 are much greater than those for 2-NSAC-3, and even greater than for SAC-3. We conclude that the changes that were made to the basic SAC-3 algorithm to enable it to perform k-NSAC correctly seriously compromise its efficiency as k increases.
For algorithms based on SAC-SDS, results are qualitatively similar to those for (N)SAC-3, although the differences are not as pronounced (Fig. 7) . Moreover, both NSAC-SDS and 2-NSAC-SDS are inefficient in comparison to the corresponding algorithms based on SAC-1 or SACQ. (NSAC-SDS in the modified form gave somewhat faster runtimes for 1-and 2-NSAC and slower times for 3-NSAC.) Table 1 shows the relative effectiveness of SAC and k-NSAC algorithms across the part of the tightness spectrum where problems have no solutions. Here, the measure of effectiveness is the number of problems proved unsatisfiable. Note that for the two highest tightness values, unsatisfiability is proved in the initial AC pass (which is why the runtime curves converge in Figs 5-7 ). For the problem set at tightness = 0.8, NSAC is clearly more effective than AC, while at 0.75, a higher level of consistency is necessary. This corresponds to the fact that in the three graphs, the peak for NSAC occurs at tightness 0.75-0.8, while for higher levels of consistency, the peak is at 0.7. In addition, it should be noted that 3-NSAC is always as effective as full SAC on these problems.
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In summary, for this type of problem 2-NSAC algorithms seem best able to handle the tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness. In addition, algorithms derived from light-weight SAC procedures are more efficient than heavy-weight algorithms. 3-NSAC is always as effective as the full SAC algorithm, but it is more efficient than SAC only when it is based on a light-weight procedure.
Structured problems
SAC and k-NSAC algorithms were also tested on structured problems of different types. These included three types of benchmarks obtained from the site maintained at Université Artois. 2 These were RLFAP-graph problems with solutions, blackhole 4-7 problems and os-taillard scheduling problems.
RLFAP-graph problems had either 200 or 400 variables with constraints of the form |X i − X j | > k or |X i − X j | = k (hereafter called "distance" constraints). For each problem the mean size of the 1-neighbourhood subgraphs was 12. For 2-neighbourhood graphs, means fell between 42 and 50 for differ-ent problems. For 3-neighbourhood graphs, the means for the 200-variable problems were 126 and 131 and
There are three subgroups of problems: the 4-95 problems have no solutions, while 4-100 and 4-105 problems have solutions. Since problems in the latter subgroup are easily solved they were not used for testing. 1-neighbourhood graph sizes were always 7; for 2-and 3-they were 16. (Obviously, there is no advantage to using 2-or 3-NSAC algorithms on these problems instead of SAC; nonetheless, these problems proved useful for comparing different k-NSAC algorithms.)
Algorithms were also tested on two kinds of randomly generated problems with intensional constraints. The first type ("relop" problems) had binary constraints based on relational operators, e.g. X i X j or X i = X j . The second type ("distance" problems) had absolute distance constraints of the form |X i − X j | ⊗ k, where ⊗ is a relational operator. For both types, two different problem sets were used that had either sparse or moderately dense constraint graphs. For the sparse graphs, the mean size for 2-and 3-neighbourhood subgraphs was less than the number of variables, while for the dense graphs the 2-neighbourhood subgraph mean was nearly as large as the problem size, and the 3-neighbourhood subgraphs always included the entire problem.
Dense relop problems had 100 variables, domain size 20, graph density 0.26, with and = constraints in equal proportions. Dense distance problems had 50 variables, domain size 20, graph density 0.23, while the distance constant k had an expected value of 3 and deviations from this occurred with diminishing probability in either direction. The relational operator was always >. All relop problems had solutions, while the distance problems included satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances.
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For both the sparse relop and sparse distance problems, the same density was used as with the homogeneous random problems (0.05), which ensured that both the 2-and 3-neighbourhood subgraphs were smaller than the entire problem. (Since the statistics for subgraph sizes were therefore proportional to those given earlier, they are omitted.) Sparse relop problems had 200 variables, domain size 4 and = and constraints in proportions 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. None of these problems had solutions. (For relop problems with these or similar parameter values, problems with solutions were always trivially easy.) Sparse distance problems had 150 variables and domain size 12. Constraints were based on =, or = operators in the proportions 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. For each constraint, the expected value for the distance constant k was 4, but it could be 3 or 5, 2 or 6, etc. with diminishing likelihood. These problems all had solutions. Table 2 shows the mean number of values deleted for sets of problems with solutions. In five of the six problem classes, NSAC deleted more values than AC, and in three cases the difference was considerable. In each of these three cases, the difference between NSAC and 2-NSAC was also large. In two cases where the 3-neighbourhood graphs were distinctly different in size from the full constraint graph (RLFAP and sparse distance problems), there was a further increase in number of values deleted when 3-NSAC was established, and little further increase when full SAC was carried out. (Recall that for the scheduling and dense relop and distance problems, 3-NSAC was very similar or identical to full SAC, and for the scheduling problems this was also true for 2-NSAC.) Two problem sets had no solutions: the os-taillard-95 problems and the sparse relop problems. For these scheduling problems, AC alone was unable to prove any of the problems unsatisfiable, while NSAC was able to prove this for 9 of the 10 problems. (The tenth problem could not be proven unsatisfiable even with SAC.) For these relop problems, neither AC nor NSAC was able to prove unsatisfiability, 2-NSAC proved 13 problems unsatisfiable, and these were also the only problems proved unsatisfiable by 3-NSAC and SAC. Tables 3 and 4 give run times for different SAC algorithms and k-NSAC algorithms derived from them. The results show quite clearly that k-NSAC algorithms based on heavy-weight SAC algorithms perform poorly when compared with those based on lightweight SAC algorithms. In fact, there is no problem class where this is not true. In addition, when there is no difference between the expected size of the kneighbourhood and the number of variables in the problem, performance of light-weight k-NSAC algorithms is comparable to their SAC counterparts. In contrast, under these conditions k-NSAC algorithms based on heavy-weight strategies give much worse performance than the corresponding SAC algorithms. On a minor note, it was found that for a few problem sets the modified form of NSAC-SDS was much better than the more straightforward version, although for other problem sets there was little difference.
Collectively, the results for structured problems show that for many kinds of problem, any level of neighbourhood singleton arc consistency deletes considerably more values than AC. As with random problems there is usually a diminishing rate of return for enforcing higher levels of singleton arc consistency. Typically, there is a clear increase in effectiveness on going from 1-NSAC to 2-NSAC. More rarely, there is also a definite improvement with 3-NSAC compared to 2-NSAC. Again, in no case is there a clear benefit from using full SAC as opposed to some form of NSAC.
At the same time, the difference between 1-NSACQ and 2-NSACQ with respect to efficiency (mean runtime) is also usually marked. And the difference between 2-and 3-NSAC is even greater. In most cases, therefore, if an improvement in effectiveness over AC is desired, then the best choice would appear to be either an NSAC or a 2-NSAC algorithm.
So far, the effects on subsequent search have not been emphasized. Since any form of SAC-based reasoning is expensive, it will only pay off if there is a lengthy search phase that can be reduced or avoided. With NP-complete problems, search time can usually Table 2 . Entries are times in s. "*" indicates runs omitted or aborted after several days. "-" indicates redundant entries in the table.
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be increased dramatically by increasing problem size. With this in mind, sets of problems with the same characteristics as those used in the previous experiments were generated and tested. There were three types of problem: (i) relop problems with 300 variables, domains of size 5 and a density of 0.05, the same as with the smaller sparse problems; also as before, constraints were based on = and relations, in the ratio of 70 : 30, (ii) distance problems with 300 variables, domains of size 13, density of 0.05, and constraints based on =, and = relations in the proportions 0.6, 0.35, 0.05, with a constant k value of 4, (iii) os-taillard-5-95 problems; these have 25 variables and larger domains than the taillard-4 problems; otherwise their structure is identical. There were 50 problems in sets (i) and (ii), and ten problems in set (iii). In each set all problems were unsatisfiable. These problems were tested with k-NSAC algorithms based on SACQ, as well as SACQ itself, since these algorithms gave good results overall in previous experiments. Scheduling problems were tested using a one million node limit on search. In all cases search was done with MAC-3 and the domain/weighted-degree variable ordering heuristic [5] .
Results are shown in Table 5 . Clearly, for larger problems of widely varying type, some form of SACbased preprocessing does allow greater efficiency overall when compared to AC. In addition, it was typically the case that establishing consistency equal to or greater than 2-NSAC gave greater improvement than establishing NSAC. 3 3 The greater search time for SAC for distance problems was due to a timing vagary of unknown origin. (A corresponding difference occurred for preprocessing, but because most problems could be proven unsatisfiable quickly, the difference in means was less.) New runs of 3-NSAC and SAC on these problems gave search times of 566 and 596 s, respectively, which seems within the margin of error. Means for different problem sets. Preprocessing and search times in s. ">" indicates that the node-limit was reached for at least one problem. "-" indicates conditions not tested, since they are equivalent to 2-NSAC.
Four of the ten scheduling problems could not be solved with AC alone within the specified limit. One of these could not be solved following NSAC either, but all were solved when search followed 2-NSAC. This shows that marked differences can occur when AC versus SAC-based strategies are used for preprocessing on problems of practical importance. It also shows that a k-neighbourhood SAC algorithm with k > 1 can outperform the basic NSAC algorithm on some scheduling problems.
Extension to non-binary constraints
Neighbourhood SAC can be extended to n-ary constraints in a way that, in some cases at least, is straightforward to deal with in practice. As far as the author is aware, this is not as easily done with other forms of higher-order consistency such as maxRPC [1] .
However, there are some difficulties in defining NSAC under these conditions so as to specify a form of neighbourhood SAC commensurate with the binary case. Ultimately, this suggests that an extension like this can be done in various ways. Here, one approach is presented that is consistent with the variable-oriented approach to neighbourhoods taken in this work.
To maintain the idea of a k-neighbourhood in the form already defined, domain reduction via constraints must be restricted to the domains of neighbouring variables. This implies that there can be non-binary constraints which contain non-neighbouring variables whose domains should not be reduced during a bout of neighbourhood consistency checking. To cover such cases, we can revise Definition 2 slightly because X N ∪ X i no longer includes all the variables in the union of the scopes of C N . This can be handled with a single change in the original definition, indicated by italics.
Definition 2 .
For problems with non-binary constraints, a problem P is neighbourhood singleton arc consistent with respect to value v in the domain of X i , if when D i (the domain of X i ) is restricted to v, the problem P N = (X N ∪ {X i }, C N ) is arc consistent, where X N is the neighbourhood of X i and C N is the set of all constraints whose scope includes at least two members of the set X N ∪ {X i }.
Note that under this definition any non-binary constraint that includes the focal variable X i will also include all of the other variables in that constraint, since by definition all are in the neighbourhood of X i . It is only when non-binary constraints include two or more neighbours of X i without including X i itself that there is a difference from the binary case. This is shown in Fig. 8 .
From this figure it should be clear that the present definition of the neighbourhood subgraph is a reasonable extension of the binary case. In the binary case, possible reductions in the domain of a nonneighbouring variable adjacent to one in the neighbourhood are ignored during neighbourhood SAC processing because this is not a case of two variables in the neighbourhood constraining each other. Similarly, Fig. 8 . A neighbourhood subgraph with binary and non-binary constraints. The focal variable is the circle with the thick outline, neighbouring variables are filled circles, non-neighbours outline circles. Binary constraints are shown as lines between the small circles, non-binary as a large outline circle or ellipse. Two constraints excluded from the neighbourhood subgraph are shown as dashed lines.
in the n-ary case we do not reduce domains of variables with respect to a non-binary constraint when these variables are not in the neighbourhood of the focal variable. The difference is that in the binary case we can ignore the constraint in question altogether. But in the non-binary case even if there are non-neighbourhood variables whose domains should not be reduced, there still may be neighbourhood variables that constrain each other. One way to deal with this is to project the constraint onto the set of neighbourhood variables.
Another option is to simply include any constraint involving two or more neighbourhood variables. This is an option that perhaps should be explored. However, in terms of the present definition of a k-neighbourhood, it leads to conceptual difficulties, since variables that are not in the k-neighbourhood will now be treated as if they were. Specifically, if a wipeout occurs in the domain of one of these variables, then the singleton value will be deleted. Although this is may produce a valid kind of consistency, it is not clear that the resulting procedure should be called "neighbourhood SAC".
But if the constraint cannot be readily decomposed, which may happen with certain global constraints depending on how they are implemented, then it may be necessary to follow the rule that whenever two neighbouring variables are within the scope of some n-ary constraint (n > 2), then this constraint will be included in the subgraph. (As noted above, this idea is left for future research.)
On the other hand, at this point it is not clear that there are any cases where the present approach cannot be applied in principle. Consider, for example, the element constraint, element(y, z, x 1 , . . . , x n ) , where y is an integer variable. The constraint stipulates that z must be equal to the yth variable in the x i ordering, i.e. z = x y . Now, in the context of establishing NSAC, one could have various scenarios, which can be classified Another example is the max constraint, max(y, x 1 , . . . , x k ), which specifies that y must equal the maximum value assigned to any x i , 1 i k. Now, suppose y and a set of one or more x i are in the neighbourhood of the focal variable. Call the latter subset S and the full set of x i S. In this case, any value of y that is greater than any maximum or less than any minimum value of the variables in S can be deleted. Conversely, any value in any x i ∈ S greater than the maximum value of y can be deleted; and values less than the minimum value of y can be deleted if there are no values equal to any value of y in any domain of x i / ∈ S . Similar reasoning can be applied in cases where a subset S is in the neighbourhood, while y is not.
In all such cases, it is possible to use an STR-like approach, by rebuilding domains with values for which a viable tuple can be found. This approach was used with the sum constraint in the context of primes problems; the results are found in the following experimental section.
For table constraints, the NSACQ algorithm can be extended in a straightforward way to handle the nonbinary case. In this case a GAC algorithm is used instead of a binary AC algorithm, and non-binary constraints are projected onto neighbouring variables if these form a proper subset of the scope. In the code, which uses an STR procedure [10] , this could be accomplished with an additional check that a given domain was in the k-neighbourhood subgraph. For other types of constraint network, any method that ensures the same kind of GAC restriction can be used to handle such cases.
The next proposition shows that extensions like these can achieve the level of consistency required. Proof. As in the binary case, the extended form of NSACQ tests every value initially, and all neighbouring variables are put on the queue following removal of a singleton value. In addition, for each singleton value NSAC is carried out in accordance with Definition 2 . In the special case of non-binary constraints that include variables outside the neighbourhood, the proper level of consistency is achieved if, for every value a in the domain of a neighbourhood variable that is in the scope of this constraint, there is a constraint tuple whose projection onto the neighbourhood variables that belong to this constraint includes a. This is precisely what the restricted GAC procedure accomplishes. As in the binary case, any value in any variable outside the neighbourhood will not have become neighbourhood inconsistent by virtue of removal of a singleton value, since the neighbourhood of that variable is unchanged. If it does eventually become inconsistent due to an earlier deletion, this will be because a neighbouring domain was changed, and in this case the variable in question will have been put back on the queue.
Other NSAC algorithms can be shown to achieve the same level of consistency for non-binary problems, but for brevity these arguments are not included in this paper. Naturally, the concept of full SAC can be carried over to the non-binary case without revision.
Experimental tests of k-NSAC and SAC algorithms on problems with non-binary constraints
Tests were made with GAC-based versions of the SACQ and k-NSACQ algorithms, using homogeneous random and structured benchmark problems.
Random problems
Random CSPs were generated by a program written by the author in which arities, their proportions, and their satisfiabilities could be specified independently, along with the mean degree of a variable. The program uses a probability-of-inclusion strategy to decide on the inclusion of each tuple in each constraint. For the present problems, the number of tuples in a con-
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straint was precisely the expected value, i.e. this number was equal to the user-specified 'probability' value times the total number of possible tuples. For example, if the user specified a probability of inclusion of 0.3 and the total number of tuples was 10 4 , the number of valid tuples was always 3,000. Tuple sets with this property were derived by generating tuple sets repeatedly until the desired number was obtained (i.e. by random generation with filtering). In all cases the constraint graph was connected. Two kinds of random problem were used in these tests. The first had constraints of arities 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the following proportions: 0.5, 0.3, 0.15 and 0.05. The number of variables was 100, and the mean degree was either 3 or 3.5. (These formed two separate series of problems.) The domain size was always eight. For each problem, the same tightness value was used across all arities. Tightness was varied across problem sets to produce a series. Specific tightness values were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.725, 0.75, 0.775, 0.8 and 0.9. For each tightness value 50 problems were generated and tested. Problems with the tightest constraints had no solutions, while for tightness < 0.7 all problems had solutions. Problems with solutions occurred at higher tightnesses when the mean degree was 3 (2, 13, 47 and 49 for tightnesses 0.8, 0.775, 0.75 and 0.725) than when it was 3.5 (0, 0, 2, 43 for the same tightnesses).
Problems of the second kind had 100 variables, domain size 8 and mean degree 5. Ninety-three percent of the constraints were binary, and seven percent were quarternary (4-ary). These specifications gave problems with 234 binary and seven 4-ary constraints. For this series, tightness for binary constraints was fixed at 0.52, while the tightness of the 4-ary constraints was varied in different problem sets from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. Again, for each combination of parameter values 50 problems were generated and tested.
Mean neighbourhood sizes were 6 (k = 1), 27 (k = 2) and 68 (k = 3) for the 100 variable problems with arities 2-5 and mean degree = 3. Standard deviations were either half (k = 1, 2) or one quarter (k = 3) of these values. With mean degree = 3.5, the corresponding means were 7, 34, and 80. For binary/4-ary problems, means were 6.5, 32, and 80. Figure 9 shows preprocessing times for algorithms that establish different levels of neighbourhood SAC consistency, as well as full SAC. As with random binary problems, 2-NSAC does not result in a large increase in runtime, while 3-NSAC and SAC incur much larger overheads. (Of course, all these algorithms are much slower than AC, which always gave a mean 0.8 s.) The pronounced asymmetry in the curves is an exaggeration of the asymmetry observed with binary problems (cf. Figs 5-7) , and is due to the fact that here GAC is called repeatedly rather than AC. In addition, the looseness of the constraints means that STR is less efficient. Table 6 shows the number of problems proved unsatisfiable when each level of consistency was established for the first problem series. For these problems, there were cases where establishing a higher level of consistency proved more problems unsatisfiable up through 3-NSAC. In fact, for these problems 3-NSAC was suf- Table 6 Random n-ary problems proved unsatisfiable by preprocessing algorithms (arity 2-5 problems) Table 7 Random n-ary problems proved unsatisfiable by preprocessing algorithms (arity 2, 4 problems) ficient to prove all unsatisfiable problems unsatisfiable. Similar results were found for problems with mean degree 3.5. For example, for tightness 0.75, the number proved unsatisfiable was 16 for AC, 30 for NSAC, 40 for 2-NSAC, and 48 for 3-NSAC and SAC.
For these (degree 3) problems, at higher tightness levels, values deleted for problems with solutions also showed marked differences related to the level of consistency established. For example, for tightness 0.775, mean values deleted per problem with solutions was 201 for AC, 253 for NSAC, 330 for 2-NSAC, 364 for 3-NSAC, and 369 for SAC. For tightness < 0.70 almost no values were deleted and there was almost no distinction in this respect between AC and higher consistency levels.
Corresponding results for problems proved unsatisfiable by consistency preprocessing in the binary/4-ary series are shown in Table 7 . Here, a striking result is that no problem could be proven unsatisfiable by NSAC and only two of 122 by 2-NSAC. In contrast, 3-NSAC proved 31 problems unsatisfiable, one less than full SAC. In most cases, unsatisfiability could not be detected even with full SAC.
Another difference from the previous problem series is that aside from problems proven unsatisfiable, relatively few values were deleted per problem, even by SAC. Thus, AC deleted an average of between 13 and 14 values for problems not proven unsatisfiable, in different problem sets, while the corresponding range was 29-38 for SAC. Hence, the chief benefit offered by higher levels of consistency checking was discovering unsatisfiable problems during preprocessing. The runtime trends were similar to those of the other n-ary series, greatly increasing for problems with looser constraints (e.g. from 20 (t = 0.9) to 138 (t = 0.1) s for SACQ). However, in this case there was no evidence of a complexity peak.
Structured problems
For tests with structured problems, two kinds of benchmark were used. All problems of both types had solutions. The first type were configuration problems used in previous work [8] . (These were originally obtained from a configuration problem website that can no longer be located.) These problems had 20 or 40 variables with constraints of arity 2-5. In addition to the original problem, esvs-config (n = 20), variations were constructed by adding constraints (esvs-config.h1 and .h2; n = 20), tightening some constraints (esvscfghard; n = 20) and doubling the problem whilst varying one binary constraint, which reduced the number of solutions drastically (esvs-cfgdouble; n = 40). For these problems, which have table constraints, the STR algorithm was used for filtering.
Problems of the second type were primes problems from the -10 and -15 series, obtained from the website at Université Artois. All problems had 100 variables. Domain sizes were 28 for the primes-10 problems and 48 for the primes-15 problems. The number of constraints in different problems varied between 20 and 80. Constraints in these problems all have the form:
where K and all k i are integer values. The number of terms in the sum and therefore the constraint arity varies within and across problems.
These problems are of interest for the present work because constraints of this type are not decomposable unless one uses auxiliary variables, so projecting onto a subset may be difficult. In the present experiments a simple filtering algorithm was used, which examined each variable in turn, and for each value systematically
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examined values for the other variables until a full tuple was found that satisfied the constraint or all tuples had been examined. In the latter event the original value can be discarded. In the case where only a subset of the variables were k-neighbours of the focal variable, only the domains of variables in this subset were actually updated. Although a recursive version of this algorithm was written that could handle constraints of any arity, because of time constraints, only results for problems having constraints between arity 2 and 5 are included (2-1, 2-3 and 3-1 problems). This gives two sets of twelve problems.
For the configuration problems all neighbourhood subgraph sizes were well below values for n, the number of variables. For the original problem, means were 4.3, 5.9 and 7.5 for 1-, 2-and 3-neighbourhood subgraphs, respectively. For the cfg-double problems the corresponding means were 5.2, 11.1 and 18.6. Means for the other problems fell between these values. Standard deviations varied from 1.5 to 1.8 for 1-neighbourhood subgraphs; for 2-and 3-neighbourhood subgraphs they varied from 3 to 6.
Neighbourhood subgraph sizes were also different from n for primes problems. These varied greatly depending on the number of constraints and their arity. Thus, mean subgraph sizes were 1.8 (k = 1), 2.3 (k = 2) and 2.5 (k = 3) for the primes-xx-20-2-1 problem and 8.9, 44.6 and 83.9 for the primes-xx-80-2-3 problem. Corresponding means for other problems fell between these two extremes. In each case the standard deviation was an appreciable fraction of the mean, varying between 1/4 and 1. Means and standard deviations were identical for primes-10 and primes-15 problems with the same arities and number of constraints.
Results for configuration problems are shown in Table 8. There were clear differences in effectiveness for the harder problems, especially between AC and 1-NSAC. 2-NSAC deleted a few more values than NSAC with very little difference in time, while higher consistencies gave no further benefit.
Results for primes-10 problems are shown in Table 9. (A very similar pattern of results was found for the primes-15 problems although corresponding values were greater both for times and deletions.) For all problems, NSAC was much more effective than AC, while no further deletions were obtained by ensuring higher levels of k-NSAC. A further finding was that the effect of differences in arity was much more pronounced for AC than for NSAC. Differences in cost, i.e. in runtime, depended on both the number of constraints in the problem and the arities. In some cases a large number of additional values could be deleted with almost no extra cost; however, in two cases (20-2-3 and 20-3-1 problems) the difference in cost was enormous.
Conclusions
Neighbourhood SAC algorithms expand the scope of SAC-based strategies by allowing more limited yet still well-defined forms of SAC to be achieved. The present work demonstrates that the basic idea of neighbourhood SAC can itself be extended. Thus, an entire series of local consistencies can be defined that has an obvious dominance ordering with respect to values deleted. This allows the user to choose among different levels of consistency using the same basic strategy (and algorithms) to balance the conflicting goals of effectiveness and efficiency. The experimental results show that benefits can be gained through such strategies. Moreover, the results show clearly that both maximum effectiveness and the balance between effectiveness and efficiency are associated with different levels of consistency for different problem types. Gaining a better understanding of these relations is an important task for future research.
Neighbourhood SAC algorithms have special properties that potentially enhance their usefulness. In the first place, these algorithms take advantage of the statistical properties of a constraint network vis-à-vis a (s) . del is number of values deleted per problem. of support will be lowest for the neighbours of the focal variable, next-lowest for their neighbours, and so forth. For example, consider a problem with domain size 10 and tightness 0.5. If a domain is reduced to a single value, then the probability that it supports a value in a neighbouring domain is 0.5, and the expected number of AC-based deletions in the latter domain is five. The probability that none of these five values supports a given value in its neighbour is 0.5 5 or 1 32 . Consequently, relatively few values in the neighbours-ofneighbours part of the subgraph should be deleted. This argument is consistent with the experimental results; however, the latter showed that establishing 2-NSAC and even 3-NSAC can give definite benefit compared to NSAC for some problem classes. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that neighbourhood SAC will be useful for k > 3.
Another potential benefit of using neighbourhood SAC instead of full SAC is due to the fact that a k-NSAC algorithm will automatically vary the size of the subproblem that is taken into account depending on the degree of the core variables. Thus, for a focal variable with a high degree, a larger subproblem will be considered, other things being equal, than for a focal variable with a low degree. Since the former variable is potentially more significant with respect to basic problem difficulty and is more likely to have values that can be deleted, the overall effect is to balance the tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency more adequately than with a full SAC algorithm. Moreover, the fact that this is inherent in the k-NSAC strategy means that this beneficial effect is achieved without adding special data structures and procedures, which would necessarily incur extra processing overhead.
This work has introduced a distinction between light-weight and heavy-weight SAC algorithms. Although this is only a rough empirical classification, it appears to highlight some important differences among these algorithms regarding the tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness and the range of effective application of light-weight versus heavy-weight strategies.
In particular, before this work was done, one could presume that because some heavy-weight SAC algorithms outperform light-weight algorithms on many problems [3, 9, 11] , the same strategies could be used to make better NSAC algorithms. The present experiments show that this is not true; in fact, heavy-weight algorithms are clearly not well-suited for establishing neighbourhood SAC in any of its forms.
For all problem classes tested, some level of k-NSAC was just as effective or nearly as effective as full SAC. At the same time, for algorithms based on the light-weight SAC strategy, there was often an improvement in efficiency. This means that choosing to achieve some level of NSAC may generally be preferable to achieving full SAC if one's basic concern is handling the tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency.
The present work has also shown one way to extend neighbourhood SAC algorithms to handle problems with n-ary constraints. In this case there are issues of interpretation, which can lead to possible variants. The approach described here is conceptually sound, and it can be used with table constraints in a straightforward way, as well as some other types of constraint. More work is needed to determine whether other variants of closure-based consistency are reasonable alternatives, especially when the projection of a constraint onto a subset of its variables is not straightforward.
